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L ef t:  U S AF  Ch ief  of  S taf f  G en. D av id  
G old f ein sp eak s to an au d ience in S an 
Antonio. M anp ower issu es are imp acting 
read iness,  th e new Ch ief  says. M id d le:  

ss   fi hters r ct ce  ter-
cep t d u ring Cau casu s 2 0 16,  a R u ssian air 
f orce training ex ercise. G old f ein is no f an 
of  R u ssia’ s p rov ocativ e stu nts. Bottom:  
An A-10  p erf orms a low-lev el straf e.

 just as well that Gen. David L. 
Goldfein, the Air Force’s new Chief 
of Staff, ascended to the job from the 
vice chief position, as he’s had to hit 

the ground running in confronting some 
heavy challenges and at least one “crisis.”

In an interview in early August, Gold-
fein said he has his man, train, and equip 
work cut out for him. The Air Force needs 
to expand, act fast to stem a critical and 
growing shortage of fighter pilots and 
maintainers, cope with the demands of a 
major ongoing combat operation, rebuild 
the service’s relationship with Congress, 
and fix some long-term problems with 
the service’s structure. All this must be 
done while dealing with a resurgent Rus-
sia and a hefty modernization program.

It’s a daunting list, but Goldfein be-
lieves the Air Force is up to it.

“We’re in … a full sprint to build our 
numbers back to 321,000”Active Duty 
people, he said, up from the current level 
of 308,000. The Air Force has put a lot of 
resources into recruiting and the training 
pipeline, he said, to match manning levels 
to the extraordinary demands put on the 
service. That number is a combination of 
what Congress has authorized, as well as 
a discretionary two percent allowed to 
the Secretary of the Air Force, Deborah 
Lee James, to fill critical deficits on a 
temporary basis.

Truth be told, the needed number—
to fill an across-the-board shortage of 
about 20 percent in many specialties—is 
much higher than 321,000, but Goldfein 
wouldn’t name a specific target for end 
strength.

“I’ve not seen the data that gives 
me the fidelity” to unequivocally set 
a personnel goal, he said, adding that, 
based on his long experience, “once 
you’ve [set] a number, that number 
never dies. You’re married to it.” USAF 
is on track to reach the 321,000 figure 
by 2019.
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L ef t:  Airmen u nload  a G BU -12  f rom 
an F -35  d u ring N orth ern L igh tning in 
Au gu st,  an ex ercise at V olk  F ield ,  W is. 
Bottom:  S rA. G eorge T h omp son tigh t-
ens a ratch et strap  arou nd  th e engine 
of  an E C-130 H  Comp ass Call aircraf t. 

Gen. Mark A. Welsh III, Goldfein’s 
predecessor, said shortly before retiring 
in May that he thinks the Air Force needs 
between 350,000 and 370,000 people on 
Active Duty to meet growing demands in 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance, the nuclear enterprise, battlefield 
airmen and security, space operators, 
and mission growth and to fill shortages 
among fighter pilots and maintainers. The 
pilot and maintainer shortages alone are 
so steep they constitute crises, Goldfein 
asserted.

The manpower issue is “defining 
our readiness ceiling, in terms of what 
we can produce and sustain” and is the 
“No. 1 priority in our budget submis-
sion,” he said.

There’s also worrying data from the 
recruiting service, which has always 
made its quotas early in the month. 
The quotas aren’t being met until late 
in the month, now, Goldfein noted, 
and he’s concerned this could be a 

ample, “frustration builds up, and I think 
people are going to vote with their feet.” 
Goldfein said there’s an inextricable link 
between morale and readiness.

“The Secretary and I have got to get 
both [quality of life and quality of service] 
right,” he said. “If we attack only one or 
the other, we may not make an impact.”

THE  S Q U A D R O N  L E V E L
He’s not too concerned if some people 

leave to take up jobs with contractors, 
doing essentially the same jobs—mainte-
nance or flying remotely piloted aircraft, 
for instance—since they “continue to 
produce airpower.” He’d rather they stay 
in uniform, of course, but he’s thrilled 
if departing people join the Guard or 
Reserve. That’s a win, he said. “I only 
lose them if they take off the uniform 
and they don’t put it back on again.”

Goldfein said he’s long been troubled 
that cumulative budget and manpower 
cuts have pushed functions that should 
be done at the squadron—especially 
support tasks—to higher levels.

“We succeed or fail in the Air Force 
at the squadron level,” he said. Over 
time, USAF has “pulled the rug out” 
from under this basic unit, and he wants 
to fix that.

There won’t be a mad dash to reorga-
nize, though, he said. He’ll take his time 
developing a new concept of operations 
for what the 21st century squadron needs 
to look like. The overall organizational 
chart may be flatter—eliminating, say, 
the group. For now, “I’m going to resist 
mightily the tendency to start attacking 
the … org chart,” he said.

There will probably be some restruc-
turing, but it won’t happen overnight, 
and he’s going to get a lot of input from 
many levels before tweaking things. First, 
there’ll be a “crisp, concise, written in 
English” concept of operations—“no 
more than four or five pages”—of how to 
put functions where they belong. There 
will need to be a milestone calendar with 
reachable goals.

“I’m looking to move out on this 
plan 1 January 2017,” he said. “If we’re 

“leading indicator” of difficult 
times ahead.

The competition with the pri-
vate sector to attract a limited co-
hort of Air Force-eligible people 
is getting more intense—and not 
just in high school graduates. 
Boeing said in August that it 
anticipates a worldwide airline in-
dustry need for more than 617,000 
new pilots in the next 20 years.

To retain pilots—the Air Force 
is 700 fighter pilots short now and 
expects a 1,000-pilot deficit next 
year—Goldfein said he plans to 
attack the problem on two fronts: 
quality of life and “quality of 

service.”
The former can be addressed with 

money, he thinks, by increasing aviation 
incentive bonuses. If the Air Force can 
take the cost of college tuition “off the 
table” for a pilot’s family, or “pay off 
school loans,” such moves would clearly 
reduce the pressure for pilots to seek fat-
ter paychecks with the airlines, he said.

Moreover, industry can rarely compete 
with the Air Force culture that looks 
after an airman’s family when he or she 
is deployed, he said.

“That, to me, is as important a quality 
of life issue as money,” he said.

Quality of service is a tougher nut to 
crack. It involves making sure pilots, 
maintainers, and people in all specialties 
get to do what they signed up for, work 
on cutting-edge technology, and can “be 
the best” at their work.

“If they can’t go out and be the best they 
can be” because of funding-restricted 
flying hours or parts availability, for ex-
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ready beforehand, great. But we’re going 
to go slow to go fast. It’s going to be a 
four-year effort.”

Asked if the campaign against ISIS is 
a war, Goldfein replied “Yes, absolutely,” 
and said the Air Force is making progress.

“Everything I’ve seen is actually 
really trending in the right direction,” 
said Goldfein, who was head of US Air 
Forces Central Command from 2011 
to 2013. The ground forces being sup-
ported by USAF are making “steady 
improvement” in taking advantage of 
coalition airpower, he said.

Lt. Gen. Charles Q. Brown Jr. “did 
a great job of talking to the combatant 
commander and the [joint task force]
commander about … this combination of 
the deep battle and the close battle” and 
using the “asymmetric capabilities of air, 
space, and cyber … as we retake land.”

Goldfein said he’s “pretty optimistic” 
about the course of the war, but observed 
that the character of the air campaign 
has changed.

“Over time, … as we’ve cut people and 
we’ve consolidated, … the fight migrated 
from a deliberate targeting process against 
an entrenched enemy and shifted more 
and more towards a dynamic targeting 
model,” wherein targets of opportunity 
appear and are attacked.

The Air Force has built “an enterprise 
around the dynamic targets, which we’re 
really good at. We can find, fix, validate, 
and hit a target today faster than anybody 
else on the planet,” Goldfein said, but that 
came at the cost of the previous “deliber-
ate targeting enterprise.” He thinks USAF 
should start working back toward hitting 
“centers of gravity.”

The Air Force has work to do “to 
improve our ability to sense the enemy 
and build a target deck that’s got ... 
strategic value that allows us to crush 
the enemy from both the outside and 
the inside.”

Achieving that will require “exqui-
site intelligence,” he said, because pre-
venting unintended casualties remains 
one of the highest priorities. ISIS has 
burrowed into civilian populations and 
takes human shields when it moves in 
the open.

What will “winning” in the Levant 
look like? Goldfein said he believes 
the desired end state is a region living 
under the rule of law, with a government 
that “provides essential services” for 

the people who live there and a way for 
those people to have jobs and support 
their families.

Those three “fundamentals” come in 
“after the military has created a [secure] 
environment,” but “those take time to be 
established.” He doesn’t have a forecast 
of how long it will take. His thinking, 
he said, was shaped by the peace ac-
cords hammered out for the Balkans in 
the 1990s.

Goldfein allowed that “some days” 
the targets are worth the cost to blow 
them up, and “some days, perhaps not.” 
Every strike has to be judged on whether 
or not it created the desired effect on the 
enemy’s ability to maneuver and act. 
“We have to have a realistic expectation” 
about that, he said.

He has high hopes for harnessing the 
power of social media in expanding 
the depth, speed, and quality of intel-
ligence. It sometimes takes a week of 
reconnaissance and analysis to catalog 
a group of targets—like bridges—in an 
area. But a comment on a blog asking 
“anybody with a cell phone … [to] tell 
me how many bridges are around your 
town” could produce a target folder in 
24 hours, he asserted. He’ll be look-
ing for new ways to “fuse that kind of 
intelligence gathering into the mix.”

There’s the potential for “a lot of lever-
age” and “huge gains” from autonomy and 
artificial intelligence in sorting through 
the vast amounts of information USAF 
will be processing from all inputs. He’s 
skeptical, though, of relying on automa-
tion and autonomy to replace manpower 
in the near term.

“I’m a little leery because I have scar 
tissue from IT [information technology] 
solutions that actually didn’t pan out,” he 
said. “How many times have we … taken 
manpower cuts to pay for an IT solution 
that actually didn’t make life any easier 
at all?” He’ll insist on having the benefit 
proved before he starts substituting IT 
for people—and slowly at that.

Goldfein is visibly frustrated and more 
than a bit angry about Russian fighters 
showboating with “barrel rolls over our 
airplanes, high-speed passes over our 
ships at low altitude,” and other provoca-
tive stunts.

“That’s not indicative of a professional 
air force,” he said. If he had a chance 
to talk to his Russian counterpart, “my 
message to him would be: ‘Knock it off. 
You’re better than this.’” Such stunts belie 
the professionalism the two air forces 
showed during the Cold War, when both 
sides would tolerate armed interceptors 
flying within a few meters of reconnais-
sance aircraft “full of people … [who] 
have no capability to defend themselves.”

He said there developed a “standard of 
behavior and a certain level of trust” dur-
ing those countless Cold War intercepts, 
and “we’ve got to get back to that level 
of professionalism.”

Moreover, he won’t tolerate any USAF 
pilots acting in such a manner.

“We will never match incompetence 
with incompetence—ever,” Goldfein 
insisted, and “our commanders in the 
field will continue to hold our airmen 
accountable for acting professionally 
in the air.”

His remarks apply to China, as well. 
He said the 2001 incident where a Navy 
EP-3 was struck by a Chinese F-8 (which 
crashed after striking the Navy jet) was 
due to a pilot who couldn’t “physically 
execute the maneuver” he was trying to 
perform. To both air forces, “we mes-
sage them in every possible way” that 
this is unacceptable behavior—and in 
any case the threatening maneuvers 
won’t discourage the US in exercising 
its freedom to operate.
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T op :  S rA. J acob  D el T ed esco u nscrews 
an A-10  grip  at M ood y AF B,  G a. M ain-
tainers are in sh ort su p p ly. Bottom:  An 
air strik e d estroys an I S I S  p osition in 
Ir   e r y st  he fi ht st 
I S I S  is a war,  says G old f ein.
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“We do not change the way we do 
business. We fly where we need to fly, 
we sail where we need to sail, we operate 
in accordance with international law and 
accepted rules of international behavior,” 
Goldfein said.

The Air Force’s relationship with 
Congress has been rocky for some 
time—exemplified by a testy March 
hearing, with Senate Armed Services 
Committee chair Sen. John McCain 
(R-Ariz.) browbeating Welsh about the 
A-10 retirement, calling him untruthful 
and cutting Welsh off every time the 
Chief of Staff tried to explain the Air 
Force’s position.

Goldfein said it would be wrong 
to “grade our relations with Congress 
based on one single event.” He’ll aim 
for a good working relationship, but the 
desire to get it won’t color the way he 
presents the facts.

The Air Force, he said, has certain 
values—things “we just truly believe as 
a service” that will be part of any con-
versation with Congress. The Air Force 
has interests, and Congress does, too, 
and when they overlap, great, but when 
they don’t, it shouldn’t be “overplayed.”

“What we’ve got to do is find out where 
we do have common interests, without 
us sacrificing on our ideals. That’s the 
way I intend to approach it as the Chief.” 
Goldfein plans to be a “good listener,” 
keying in on areas where the interests 
of Congress and the Air Force align.

It’s “not actually their job to take my 
advice,” he said, but “I believe it’s their 
job to respect the position and listen 
[and] I also have got to be OK with them 

disagreeing when our interests don’t 
align.” No matter what, he’ll always 
present the “best military advice that is 
not driven by [other] considerations.”

A S  G O O D  A S  I T G E TS
Moreover, he said, it would be foolish 

to hope to “redefine” the relationship by 
winning affection for “any one particular 
leader through the power of his or her 
personality.”

If the Air Force has a poor relationship 
with Congress, but “we haven’t sacrificed 
our ideals and we’ve been good listen-
ers and we’ve laid out our interests … 
in a meaningful and coherent fashion,” 
and the service has real data to back its 
positions, then “maybe it’s as good as 
we’re ever going to do.”

If there’s “bad news” because “we 
know that our interests just can’t align, 
then that’s something I think a Chief 
ought to be ready to deliver, and I in-
tend to.”

The “good news,” though, is that his 
predecessors “have really set the stage” 
for him, and in his conversations with 
the Hill, most of the time, “our interests 
are understood.”

One of the areas of friction has been 
the Air Force’s huge oversupply of bases 
and facilities. By the Pentagon’s last 
estimate, USAF has 32 percent more 
infrastructure than it needs, but Congress 
has rejected Pentagon requests for a new 
round of Base Closure and Realignment 
(BRAC) for years. Can anything be done, 
short of BRAC, to help the Air Force 
slim down?

There’s promise in some ideas for 
a “public-private partnership” at some 
facilities where USAF has “no use for 
it” but still must, “for environmental 
reasons, keep water and electricity … 

going to it” and might allow a private 
concern to use the facility. That idea 
works best when the base is located 
adjacent to a thriving city with economic 
demand, he pointed out.

Another approach might be to shrink 
a base’s footprint. “Sometimes our costs 
… are associated with just how far out to 
the perimeter” facilities have to be main-
tained. “As we get smaller, we can lean 
more and more to a smaller footprint.”

Even so, these approaches are just 
“nibbling at the edges. They’re not go-
ing to produce great savings. We really 
need a BRAC.”

Goldfein said the three most valuable 
experiences on his way up the Air Force 
ladder were serving as aide—and then 
executive officer—to Chief of Staff Gen. 
Michael E. Ryan; a year-long school 
assignment with the State Department; 
and serving as director of the Joint Staff.

Ryan, Goldfein explained, took the 
time to “share his thinking with me” 
about how he ran the Air Force and ap-
proached the Balkans war, and “I still 
rely on that experience today.”

In the State Department assignment, 
Goldfein went to school with people 
“from every government agency” and 
got insight into “a completely different 
way of thinking and a different culture.” 
Many of the foreign service officers with 
whom he studied are now high-ranking 
State Department officials, and Goldfein 
said he was able to “build a network that 
I still tap into today.”

The Joint Staff assignment allowed 
him to “see our Air Force from the 
outside” and learn how to optimize 
what each service brings to the fight. 
It is “powerful” when each service’s 
approach to problem solving is “an 
equal part of the dialogue,” and the 
experience “helped me to start to really 
think at the strategic level of a service 
Chief,” he said.

Providing a full-power Air Force is 
his overriding goal, though. USAF’s 
contribution in strategic readiness, 
mobility, air superiority, homeland 
defense, and intelligence—to name 
just a few—“underwrites every military 
operation,” Goldfein stated. “What we 
deliver to the joint team has become the 
oxygen that they breathe. … When you 
have it, you don’t even think about it. 
When you don’t have it, that’s all you 
think about.” J
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M aintainers work  on an M Q -9 R eap -
er b ef ore a mission d u ring  R ed  F lag 
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